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A few months ago, we were
invited to give a thirteen-week
genealogy course to a group of
about fifteen gifted children
ages eleven to twelve years old.
Since we had the liberty to setup the curriculum and plan the
whole course according to our
vision of what such a course
should look like, we planned it
for days, bringing our dreams
of teaching genealogy to children into reality. It was a great
surprise to enter the first class
of the semester and realize after
only a few minutes that all of
our plans were useless and that
we should re-evaluate the curriculum and the teaching strategies. So we did. The purpose
of this article is to present the
course that was finally given and
to discuss its transferability to
other audiences.
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Children’s Genealogy in Israel
In Israel, most seventh-grade students are obliged to submit an
essay about their family as part of the Family Roots Project. This
project has run in Israel since the mid-1980s, and its original
purpose was to give teenagers the opportunity to learn about
their families. As many of these students were children and grandchildren of immigrants, either from post-WWII Europe, from
the Arab lands, or from the many other countries from which
Jewish people emigrated to the young State of Israel, the project
was aimed at documenting this history. Although this project has
indeed offered a great chance for many young children to deepen
their knowledge of their families, a lot of criticism has been raised
regarding it, focusing on the following points: (1) the product of
the project became more important than the process of producing
it;1 (2) parents are often involved in the project more than their
children; (3) guidance by the school teachers is almost non-existent;
(4) due to the recommended (i.e., mandatory, as the essay is being
graded) predefined laden format, the outcome is shallow, as the
Talmudic idiom suggests, “Tafasta merube lo tafasta,” which literally means “He who grabs too much grabs nothing”;2 (5) younger
siblings of children who already conducted the project often took
the work of their elder brothers or sisters almost as is (changing
only the “About Myself ” chapter). Furthermore, the essays have
not been preserved, so the family stories remain within the family
and have not been compiled with other families’ stories to form
a global national history.
The Course and the School
The purpose of the course, as was defined and presented to the
children, was twofold: (1) to introduce the participants to the
world of genealogy research in an enjoyable way and (2) to acquaint
them with tools they can use to initiate their own research. Due
to the special nature of the class and the school (as will be immediately explained), we decided to plan the course from scratch
and not to take the advice of any ready-made materials (e.g., the
Hunting for your Heritage comic book,3 USGenWebKidz website,4
or Family Tree Magazine’s website for kids5).
The course was offered in a municipal school for gifted children, ages five to twelve years old, in a small city in the center
of Israel. The children attend this school for one day each week
(in place of going to their regular classes) for two semesters, and,
other than a few mandatory courses, the students may choose
their course-plan from a set of courses offered to them. Every
student ranks his or her three first priorities for courses to attend,
and the school administration takes these ranks into consideration when assembling the schedules.
A few weeks before the semester begins, the students are
gathered for a courses display, during which the lecturers present their courses. For example, we chose to bring some materials to this presentation and demonstrated how Bar-Mitzvah (a
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traditional Jewish celebration for a boy’s thirteenth birthday) and
wedding invitations might teach us a lot about the entire family
of those who celebrate.
When entering the first class, we asked the children how
many of them chose the course as their first priority. We thought
there would be only a few hands up, but to our great surprise and
joy all fifteen students raised their hands. This was a sign that the
coming semester was going to be fun.
The Spiral Curriculum
The basic assumption while setting-up the curriculum was that the
children would be able to understand the basics of the genealogy
research. The second assumption was that the course should be
vivid, enjoyable, and involve a lot of hands-on experiences. We
made up a list of genealogy essentials and chose the ones that
would be the most interesting to the children. That means that
the topics were chosen not according to their very nature, but
according to our judgment of the extent to which they are teachable
to children in a joyful fashion. For that reason, Soundex-related
topics were omitted, but tombstone-related topics were included.
Because genealogy research is built upon many overlapping
topics and techniques, we planned a spiral curriculum. This means
that as the curriculum progresses, formerly presented topics are
applied in various fashions, in order to better assimilate them and
to acquire a long-term mastery. Spiral teaching is effective in that
it allows students to engage previous knowledge in different contexts or in a higher level.6,7 The idea is that previous knowledge
is not neglected as new knowledge is being taught. For example,
date conversion was presented early in the course, and then it was
given to the students to be applied within the topic of transcribing
tombstones. Transcribing tombstones then was presented as a scaffold for rationally guessing family relationships. Taught this way,
date conversion is understood not only as a mechanical algorithm,
but as an essential basis for genealogy research.
Throughout the course, special attention was made to make
the topics taught as relevant as possible and to discuss them in
a multidisciplinary way. The children were encouraged to bring
their own stories, to share their own experiences, and to talk
about their angle of the family research, while the topics were
covered from various angles, including mathematics, history,
politics, culture, and even food.
Each class was ninety minutes long, and generally consisted
of (1) a short preface giving the context of the lesson within the
curriculum (five minutes); (2) frontal delivering of a new topic
(fifteen minutes); (3) practicing the new topic, including time to
hear student reflections in the last few minutes (twenty minutes);
(4) delivering and discussing a new topic, usually of a higherlevel (fifteen minutes); (5) practicing the new topic in two or
three groups using a fun activity (thirty minutes); (6) summary
of the lesson (five minutes).

Here is a short description of each lesson, including the main
topics and activities:
#

Main.Topics

Main.Activities

1

Introduction;.ancestor.chart.template;.
persons’.and.families’.
details;.documenting.
family.facts

Students.share.information.about.
their.ancestors,.while.audience.
members.fill-out.an.ancestor.
chart.template.with.the.family.
details

All.types.of.genealogy.
charts;.the.mathematics.behind.the.ancestor.
chart;.assembling.a.
family.tree

Assemble.a.complicated.family.
tree.of.the.relationships.between.
famous.Israeli.families.using.
different.types.of.documents.(e.g.,.
newspaper.articles,.online.texts,.
letters)

2

3

Trace.a.relative’s.descendant.
based.on.a.few.clues.(e.g.,.old.
Locating.people.(for.inletter,.death.notice,.descripterviews).using.various.
tion.written.on.photos,.phone.
resources;.transliteradirectory),.and.call.this.person;.
tion
transliterate.names.from.Russian.
and.Yiddish.into.Hebrew
Write.a.few.interview.questions8.in.regard.to.someone’s.
background.and.a.certain.family.
mystery;.hold.the.interview.and.
document.it.with.a.video.camera

4

Family.interviews.
(preparations,.interviewing,.documenting)

5

Reading.tombstones:.
Epitaphs,.acronyms,.
phrases,.acrostics,.
symbols,.customs;.converting.dates.between.
different.calendar.
systems.

Decipher.a.set.of.tombstones.in.
order.to.understand.the.relations.
between.them;..calculate.the.
Hebrew.birth.date.and.search.for.
the.Weekly.Torah.Portion.to.be.
read.in.the.Bar.Mitzvah

Cemetery.self-guided.
tour

Tour.a.(relatively.small.and.
relatively.old).cemetery.with.
many.interesting.tombs;.each.
group.of.children.uses.a.disposable.camera.to.take.pictures.of.
interesting..items.(both.alreadyfamiliar.and.not-yet-familiar).from.
the.cemetery

6

7

Geography.in.genealogy;.border.changes;.
place.name.changes;.
clues.for.locations

Learn.to.recognize.the.countries.
old.coins.are.from;.construct.a.
person’s.traveling.timeline.according.to.clues.from.postcards.
and.letters.(e.g.,.stamps,.photos,.
names)

8

Communication.methods;.do’s.and.don’ts.in.
genealogy.communication

Listen.to.a.short.phone.interview;.
write.a.letter;.write.an.e-mail;.
learn.about.the.ancient.communication.method.of.homing.pigeons.
(guest.lecturer);.transport.data.
using.homing.pigeons

9

Genealogy.software;.
documenting.family.details;.ethical.considerations.while.publishing.
family.material

Work.in.the.computer.lab.with.a.
genealogy.software

10

Family.photos.and.
objects

Extract.important.information.
from.objects;.“How.did.I.reveal.
my.mother’s.untold.story.thanks.to.
a.doll?”.(guest.lecture)

11

Yad.Vashem’s.Central.
Database.of.Shoah.
Victims’.Names;9.Online.
white.pages

Search.for.family.relatives.who.
perished.during.the.Holocaust;.
Look.for.phone.numbers.of.relatives.abroad

12

Interviewing;.ethics.in.
online.genealogy

Prepare.questions.for.an.interview;.interview.the.Deputy.Mayor.
who.heads.the.education.department;.confront.the.interviewee.
with.private.information.found.
about.her.family.on.the.Internet

13

Unusual.but.important.
sources.of.information:.
Family.customs.and.
traditional.food;.Jewish.
ethnic.groups;.genealogy.resources.for.
researching.Sephardic.
Jews

Map.the.ingredients.of.the.
“Cholent”10.the.children.eat.in.
their.homes;.play.a.card.game.
for.matching.customs.to.different.
ethnic.groups

14

Learn.about.all.kinds.of.book.dediSummary;.book.dedicacations.(guest.lecture);.children.
tions.as.a.genealogy.
present.their.self-chosen.assignsource
ment;.eat.traditional.family.food
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A Few Comments on the Curriculum
The visit to the cemetery. The question of whether visiting a
cemetery might have negative effects on relatively young children
was considered. We felt that with the right preparations, and with
putting this fear aside, it will indeed be a non-issue. The huge
support we have received from the children’s parents and from the
school’s management was a positive reinforcement in this direction. The children considered the visit to the cemetery—which
was for a few of them the first time in such a place—as a fun
experience. They even took pictures of themselves in the entrance
to the cemetery, like it was a part of a nice school trip. Each group
of children received a disposable camera and a mission to document as many interesting details from the cemetery as they could
find, such as epitaphs, acrostics, Hebraization of first names and/
or surnames, decorations, and traditional symbols. The results of
their picture-taking, which were presented to them during the
week after, were amazing. They caught all the little details we
were looking for, and much more.
Topics taught for mainly enrichment and fun. Some of
the topics in the curriculum might not be considered as “must”
ingredients, not to mention that they are really not part of any
genealogy syllabus which one would suggest for adults. Homing pigeons is a good example for such a topic. However, we
believe that motivation for learning is a necessary ingredient
for any learning process, and in this course we added some
spices to the regular genealogy casserole, in order to increase
the children’s motivation for engaging with the varied topics.
As a result, motivation was explicitly and noticeably increased.
Furthermore, genealogy is not just looking for lost relatives
and browsing loaded folders in huge archives, but it has a lot
of social contexts we wanted to emphasize. For example, communication with people, and mainly with strangers, raises a lot
of problems to which today’s teenagers are not necessarily aware,
such as acceptable hours for making phone calls, how to write
a semi-formal e-mail to a person from whom you would like
to get some family information, and how to succinctly present
yourself at the beginning of a letter.
Self assignment. Although the self-assignment is mentioned
only in the last row of the table, it was an integral part of the
course. However, completing the assignment was not mandatory.
Each student had the choice of taking any family/genealogy-related
matter and presenting it to the class in any form. Over the last
few classes, when the children had already been exposed to the
main topics, resources, and methodologies, the self-assignment
was something to think about and to discuss with us when
needed. To our big surprise, most of the children choose to present something to the class. A few of them generated their family
tree using software they installed, uploaded it to the Internet, and
presented their new family website to the class. One of the students
researched the origin of her surname, a mystery in the family
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1—A coin being examined by one of the students, for deciphering its
place of origin and year of issuing (from lesson #7).
2—A student taking photos while visiting the cemetery (from lesson #6).
3—Family tree assembled by a group of students based on a set of different documents (from lesson #2).

until that point, and even called an expert in Hebrew linguistics
and semantics to hear his opinion. A few students brought some
interesting historical family objects/photos and explained their
origin and the story behind them, while others brought special
dishes handed down from their grandparents.
Transferability
A few points are of importance when discussing the transferability
of this kind of a course and its ability to be taught on a larger scale.
Can every genealogist teach? The ability to teach, and
especially teaching young children, does not come naturally to
everyone. More than that, a good teacher is the one who is passionate and motivated.
Teachers as genealogists? When looking at it from the other
side, the picture is not very optimistic. As in any other subject
matter, genealogy basics should be mastered by the teacher before
she or he teaches them. Motivation is required here as well,
because teachers will not succeed at teaching something they do
not believe is important.
Teaching non-gifted children? The framework suggested
above was designed for gifted children, and their ability to learn
totally new and complicated material fast and deeply must be
taken into account. It is reasonable to hypothesize that some
major changes in the syllabus will be required once this kind of
a course is given to the average class.
Teaching as an obligation (for the children)? This course,
as was mentioned earlier, was optional, and was offered as part
of a larger course basket. Will children cooperate with such a
personal subject if it is mandatory?
Teaching in large classes? A big part of the course success
was due to the collaborative work and the sharing environments
that were in the classes during the meetings. This was possible
because of the relatively small size of the class. With bigger classes,
working together and listening to everybody’s family stories might
be very difficult, if not impossible.
Teaching within the standard curriculum? Where should
such a course fit in the regular curriculum? Is it History? Is it
Social Sciences? Is it Research Methods? This is an important
question when dealing with existing (and often very limited)
time and human resources. And, maybe such a course might be
considered as an interdisciplinary topic, relying on infrastructures
from all of the above and more?
Who will volunteer to help? To produce such a fun, upto-date and a special course, we used the help of a few friends
and colleagues who volunteered to either stand by the phone
for a call, present a lecture about a topic of their interest, or be
interviewed. Repeating this course, it is not certain that these very
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same people will be available again, and doing it without them
would be much less attractive.
Solutions
Despite the various obstacles mentioned in the previous section, it
seems that the mission of having a genealogy course for children
in a regular school configuration is not impossible. Considering
the points raised above, the proper solution should take into
account a few key points:
One motivated teacher, one enthusiastic genealogist. All
the barriers might fall if only two key people will join together:
A genealogist who is enthusiastic about introducing young children to genealogy, and a teacher (or a school principal) who is
motivated to enrich his students and to open new horizons to
them. When taking into consideration that genealogy might be
taught along with the standard curriculum (see next point), this
joining together is not imaginary at all, and the success of this
dual effort is indeed guaranteed.11
Teaching genealogy within the standard curriculum. Even
if it is not offered as a special course with its own instructors, its
own infrastructure, and its own syllabus, genealogy might still be
combined in the standard curriculum. Counting problems regarding family trees might be given during math classes;12 deciphering
hidden clues in photos/objects can be a part of art classes (just
like a visit to the museum, during which drawings are explained);
border changing and migration patterns may be naturally taught
in geography and/or history lessons; interviewing might be exercised in language lessons; software and genealogy websites can be
integrated in computer lab hours; and one can think of a lot more
genealogy-related activities within the regular school schedule (e.g.,
a community project might be to properly document the older
citizens’ family history, to draw their family tree, and even to help
them research their own roots using the current advanced tools).
Pool of genealogy lesson plans. As an educational project,
it is suggested that a pool of lesson plans should be constructed
in order to help teachers present genealogy-related topics. Open
access databases of lesson plans and teaching-aid resources are
widely popular today, and one can easily find thousands of such
items freely available on the Internet (e.g., Education World,13
FREE,14 the Educator’s Reference Desk,15 and MERLOT16). Such
a pool can be and should be constructed for teaching genealogy
matters, with a focus on kids, and with pedagogical supervision.
Pool of genealogy presenters/mentors. A database of teaching
materials will promote the adoption of genealogical instruction by
teachers who want to do it but do not know how. On the other
hand, a database of genealogical experts (according to parameters
like location, availability, and experience) who want to promote

genealogical teaching but do not know how, might bring together
the two necessary sides of the same coin. A genealogical expert
with a willingness to teach might suggest an exposure lecture
to school staff, and then to the school’s relevant classes. Such a
lecture might motivate the school staff or its children to want to
deepen their understanding in genealogy. It might be suggested
that educational-related keywords will be added the APG classification of experts, so searching for a genealogist who is willing
to teach or to help with teaching will become easier.
Summary
Genealogy has become a very popular hobby, and the already
very big population of genealogists is ever growing. Almost every
genealogist has a ready-worded regret that starts with, “I wish I
began earlier…before my grandfather died,” or “… so I could save
the family documents,” etc. Talking about genealogy to relatively
young audiences might cause them to start at the right time. It
is not as difficult as it looks. Our personal experience suggests
that the young children we met were eager to learn, as long as
the material was presented in a fun and lively way. And, as any
genealogist knows, “genealogy” and “fun” go together for sure.
We wish you all good luck in your future genealogy teaching.

9 Yad Vashem is Israel’s official memorial to the Jewish victims
of the Holocaust. Together with its partners, Yad Vashem has
collected and recorded the names and biographical details of
half of the six million Jews murdered by the Nazis and their
accomplices. This database is searchable online for free via Yad
Vashem’s website <www.yadvashem.org>.
10 A traditional Jewish stew simmered overnight and eaten for
lunch on Sabbath. This dish is common for both Ashkenazi
and Sephardic Jews, but it has many variations.
11 For example, see Philip E. Lothyan and Marsha Hoffman
Rising,“Connecting genealogy and family history to cultural
education in public schools,” APG Quarterly, vol. 6 (September
1984), 1.
12 A great example is the Ancestor Paradox: As the number of
ancestors doubles itself for each past generation, it might be
computed that thirty generations back a person should have
had more than one billion ancestors, while clearly this number
is much larger than the population size back then.
13 Education World <www.education-world.com>
14 Federal Resource for Education Excellence <http://free.ed.gov>
15 The Educator’s Reference Desk <www.eduref.org>

Endnotes
1 Malka Gorodetsky and Shoshana Keiny,“Participative learning
and conceptual change,”Reconsidering Conceptual Change: Issues
in Theory and Practice (Dordrecht, The Netherlands: Kluwer
Academic Publishers, 2002), 149-163.

16 Multimedia Educational Resource for Learning and Online
Teaching <www.merlot.org>

2 “If you grasp a lot you cannot hold it, if you grasp a little you
can hold it” (Talmud Masekhet Rosh Hashanah 4b). Originally with a different meaning, this Talmudic proverb is used
today to say: Don’t be too greedy!
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3 Published by National Genealogical Society, this educational
comic book introduces children to genealogy, see <www.
ngsgenealogy.org>.
4 This website is part of The USGenWeb Project <www.usgenweb.org>.
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<kids.familytreemagazine.com>.
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for the children as the actual discovery of the right solution.
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